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BATCH FIT TOOL 

The Batch Fit Tool automatically fits continuous probability distributions to multiple data series. 
Batch Fit is intended to save you time when you need to create several assumptions from 
historical data.  

In the model Magazine Sales.xls (available in the Crystal Ball examples), you want to forecast the 
gross profit resulting from newsstand sales of four popular magazines. On the Sales Data 
worksheet, you have a series of 360 data points (daily sales data) for each magazine.  
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OPENING THE TOOL AND SELECTING THE INPUTS 

You open the Batch Fit tool through the Run -> Tools menu.  

When the tool opens, you will see the Welcome screen. Click on Next to view the Input Tool step. 
Here you define the location of your data table and select the Fitness Criteria. Your data series 
must be contiguous (in adjacent rows or columns) in either rows or columns. Click on Next to 
move to Fitting Options.  
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SELECTING YOUR FITTING OPTIONS 

The tool lists all of the Crystal Ball continuous and discrete that may be fitted to your data series. 
The AutoSelect setting will calculate the fits for the appropriate distributions using the appropriate 
ranking method. For example, the tool will only use the Chi-Square method for fitting to Discrete 
distributions. 

 

After you have selected the distributions to fit, click on Next to select your Output Options.  
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SELECTING YOUR OUTPUT OPTIONS 

Choose where you want your assumptions to be created, in a new workbook or in the current 
workbook.  You can optionally choose to output a correlation matrix, showing the relationships 
between each of the data series (i.e. magazine sales). 

 

In this example, we’ll select the two options to calculate correlations between the data series and 
link them to the assumptions.  Click on Next to select your Report Options. 
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SELECTING YOUR REPORT OPTIONS 

In the final step (shown below), you can choose among several reports that let you see the details 
of the Batch Fit process, as well as details for the created assumptions.  
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EXAMINING THE BATCH FIT RESULTS 

When the Batch Fit tool runs, it fits each distribution to each column of data. The results shown 
below were posted into a new workbook, but you can have them output to your model worksheet.  

 

Row 2 contains the new Crystal Ball assumption for each series, with the distribution type 
described in Row 3. Rows 5 and 6 show the goodness-of-fit statistics for the best fitting 
distribution, and Row 7 shows the P-value of the fit (when the value can be calculated). The 
calculated correlation coefficients are listed in a matrix at the bottom of this sheet (Rows 10-13); 
these coefficients are also defined within the assumptions.  

Using Crystal Ball's Copy and Paste commands, you can copy the assumptions in row 3 to the 
appropriate cells in your model.  

Note: If your historical data have a time-series element, trend, or seasonality, you should use CB 
Predictor instead of the Fit Distribution functionality.  

For more information or to contact us, browse to 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/middleware/crystalball/overview/index.html. 
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